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GlP35

The low-profile double scissor lifTs Glp35 were desiGned especially for The service area. The low closed 
heiGhT means The lifT can be surface mounTed, because no recess is required The lifT can easily be reposi-
Tioned or moved in The fuTure.

The Glp double scissor lift range 
features extendable stepless plat-
forms to accomodate long and short 
wheel base vehicles.

Two independently operating hy-
draulic circuits with a total of  
4 lifting cylinders eliminate the need 
for additional safety catches. Thus, 
Glp scissor lifts can be operated 
without auxiliary compressed air 
supply.

The low drive over height facilitates 
the support of vehicles with low 
ground clearance.  

for optional inground installation, 
spacer boxes are supplied to allow 
the lift to be lowered with the plat-
forms extended.

The figure shows Glp35

DetailS

The hydraulic synchro-
nization system with 
automatic leveling 
function prevents un-
even lifting or lowering 
of the load.

non-contact inductive 
proximity switches 
provide for reliable 
functioning even in 
harsh environments. 
moreover, there is no 
mechanical wear.

The integrated emer-
gency lowering device 
allows the lift to be 
lowered in the event 
of a power failure. The 
lift itself is operated 
from a safe distance 
via the operating 
panel.

The control console features an 
integrated hydraulic unit and 
thus considerably helps reduce 
the maintenance effort. 

robust pushbuttons 
ensure smooth opera-
tion of the lift. 

There are no mechani-
cal connections be-
tween the platforms, 
which provides for 
perfect workspace 
ergonomics and 
maximum freedom of 
action underneath the 
vehicle. 

a long lifetime is the 
main focus of rust 
protection - which is 
achieved among others 
by the standard pow-
der coating.
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Model: GLP35

capacity 3500kg

a. stroke 1920 mm

b. overall length short/
long drive on ramps 2100/3500 mm

c. overall width 2050 mm

d. closed height 125 mm

e. platform length 1500-2000 mm

f. platform width 625 mm

motor performance 3 kw

electrical connection
(3 phases) 230/400 v, 50 hz

lifting time 45 sec.

lowering time 45 sec.

weight 950 kg

cross piece for supporting vehicles 
with pick up points located in 
between the two platforms

oPtionS

long drive on ramps for sports 
cars (1000 mm)

4 rubber bases, height 80 mm

in ground installation kit

acceSSorieS

short drive on ramps (300 mm)

Glp35 with short drive on ramps Glp35 with long drive on ramps
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The hydraulic syn-
chronization system in 
crossed master-slave 
construction prevents 
uneven lifting or low-
ering of the load.

on accounT of iTs modular and flaT desiGn The new ml inGround scissor lifT combines a wide ranGe of 
applicaTion opTions aT a favourable price. like iTs biG „sisTer“ m50, The ml is also exTremely suiTable for The 
receivinG area and for wheel aliGnmenT work.

The main cylinder as well as the lift-
ing cylinders of the lifting table are 
equipped with a drop-off facility that 
can be locked pneumatically. This 
guarantees exact axle measuring and 
a high degree of safety at the work-
place. moreover, the toothed racks are 
of screw-type design which allows an 
individual adjustment.

The dispensing with 
electric modules at the 
lift increases reliabil-
ity. leveling and moni-
toring are centralized 
via control panel.

safety comes first. 
The platforms are 
constantly monitored. 
auto cut-out is imme-
diately activated at a 
high difference of ± 50 
mm or more.

The integrated emer-
gency lowering device 
allows the lift to be 
lowered in the event 
of a power failure. The 
lift itself is operated 
from a safe distance 
via the operating 
panel.

The control console 
features an integrated 
hydraulic unit and thus 
considerably helps re-
duce the maintenance 
effort. 

robust pushbuttons 
ensure smooth opera-
tion of the lift. 

To facilitate flexible support of small 
as well as large vehicles, the lift-
ing tables of all the lT models are 
equipped with extensible platform 
elongations.

models with axle measuring kit fea-
ture a 50 mm high sheet metal struc-
ture with recesses incl. ergonomically 
designed filling plates for different 
wheelbases. (optional)

The manually lockable moveable 
plates integrated in the metal 
structure are for models with axle 
measurement kit, designed for com-
fortable axle measurement work. The 
special bearing guarantees reliable 
operation and a long life cycle. (op-
tional)

The figure shows ml40lT-42

DetailS

Ml40/50

all hydraulic cylinders 
are screwable. This 
reduces the number 
of welding joints and 
increases serviceability.

a long lifetime is the 
main focus of rust 
protection - which is 
achieved among others 
by the standard powder 
coating.
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* dimensions incl. rails for jacking beam

N standard scissor lift 
LT with lifting table 

lighting kit made up of 2 fluores-
cent tubes

4 rubber bases, height 40 mm

The run-up yokes on the face of the 
drive surface are hinged, an impor-
tant prerequisite for axle measuring 
with cramped front wheels.

Model: ML40N-42 ML50N-48 ML40LT-42 ML50LT-48

capacity/ lifting table 4000 kg 5000 kg 4000/3500 kg 4000/3500 kg

a. stroke 1800 mm 1800 mm 1800 mm 1800 mm

b. lifting table stroke - - 450 mm 450 mm

c. overall length ascending ramps 5800 mm 6400 mm 5800 mm 6400 mm

d. overall width 2300 mm 2300 mm 2300 mm 2300 mm

e. ascending height 190 mm 200 mm 190 mm 200 mm

f. platform length 4200 mm 4800 mm 4200 mm 4800 mm

G. platform length, lifting table - - 1450-1970 
mm

1450-1970 
mm

h. platform width 730 mm* 730 mm* 730 mm* 730 mm*

i. platform width, lifting table - - 640 mm 640 mm

motor performance 3 kw 3 kw 3 kw 3 kw

electrical connection
(3 phases)

230/400 v, 
50 hz

230/400 v, 
50 hz

230/400 v, 
50 hz

230/400 v, 
50 hz

compressed air connection 6-8 bar 6-8 bar 6-8 bar 6-8 bar

lifting time 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec.

lifting time, lifting table - - 15 sec. 15 sec.

lowering time 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec.

lowering time, lifting table - - 20 sec. 20 sec.

weight 1800 kg 1900 kg 2200 kg 2300 kg

short ramps with surface-mounted 
lifts (1000 mm)

long ramps with surface-mounted 
lifts (1600 mm)

Jacking beam, capacity 2600 kg

acceSSorieS

axle measuring kit
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M50

The hydraulic syn-
chronization system in 
master-slave construc-
tion prevents uneven 
lifting or lowering of 
the load.

in Ground scissor lifTs of The m50-series are Tailored for The receivinG area and for axle measurinG. de-
pendinG on The area of applicaTion, The m50-series is available in four basic confiGuraTions and Two differ-
enT plaTform lenGThs. 

The main cylinder as well as the 
lifting cylinders of the lifting table 
are equipped with a drop-off facility 
that can be locked pneumatically. 
This guarantees exact axle measur-
ing and a high degree of safety at 
the workplace.

non-contact inductive 
proximity switches 
provide for reliable 
functioning even in 
harsh environments. 
moreover, there is no 
mechanical wear.

safety is an essential 
factor. The platforms 
are constantly moni-
tored via a light barrier. 
as of a height differ-
ence of ± 50 mm, the 
automatic switchoff is 
immediately enabled.

The integrated emer-
gency lowering device 
allows the lift to be 
lowered in the event 
of a power failure. The 
lift itself is operated 
from a safe distance 
via the operating 
panel.

The control console features 
an integrated hydraulic unit 
and thus considerably helps 
reduce the maintenance 
effort. 

robust pushbuttons 
ensure smooth opera-
tion of the lift. 

To facilitate flexible support of small 
as well as large vehicles, the lift-
ing tables of all the lT models are 
equipped with extensible stepless 
platform elongations.

all the aT models are characterized 
by recesses integrated into the drive 
surface for supporting rotary plates. 
filler sheets are used for adoption 
to different wheel bases.

integrated sliding plates that can be 
locked pneumatically are the basis 
for effortless axle measuring. The 
special plastic roller bearing assem-
bly provides for reliable functioning 
and a long life cycle.

The figure shows m50lTaT-46

DetailS

all hydraulic cylinders 
are screwable. This 
reduces the number 
of welding joints and 
increases service-
ability.

a long lifetime is the 
main focus of rust 
protection - which 
is achieved among 
others by the standard 
powder coating.
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Model: M50N-46 M50N-52 M50NAT-46 M50NAT-52 M50LT-46 M50LT-52 M50LTAT-46 M50LTAT-52

capacity 5000 kg 5000 kg 5000 kg 5000 kg 5000 kg 5000 kg 5000 kg 5000 kg

a. stroke 1800 mm 1800 mm 1800 mm 1800 mm 1800 mm 1800 mm 1800 mm 1800 mm

b. lifting table stroke - - - - 450 mm 450 mm 450 mm 450 mm

c. overall length short/
long ascending ramps

6200/6600 
mm

5400/5800 
mm

6200/6600 
mm

6800/7200 
mm

6200/6600 
mm

6800/7200 
mm

6200/6600 
mm

6800/7200 
mm

d. overall width 2300 mm 2300 mm 2300 mm 2300 mm 2300 mm 2300 mm 2300 mm 2300 mm

e. ascending height 360 mm 200 mm 360 mm 360 mm 360 mm 360 mm 360 mm 360 mm

f. platform length 4600 mm 4800 mm 4600 mm 5200 mm 4600 mm 5200 mm 4600 mm 5200 mm

G. platform length, lifting table - - - - 1350-2100 
mm

1350-2100 
mm

1350-2100 
mm

1350-2100 
mm

h. platform width 725 mm* 725 mm* 725 mm* 725 mm* 725 mm* 725 mm* 725 mm* 725 mm*

i. platform width, lifting table - - - - 500 mm 500 mm 500 mm 500 mm

motor performance 3 kw 3 kw 3 kw 3 kw 3 kw 3 kw 3 kw 3 kw

electrical connection
(3 phases)

230/400 v, 
50 hz

230/400 v, 
50 hz

230/400 v, 
50 hz

230/400 v, 
50 hz

230/400 v, 
50 hz

230/400 v, 
50 hz

230/400 v, 
50 hz

230/400 v, 
50 hz

compressed air connection 6-8 bar 6-8 bar 6-8 bar 6-8 bar 6-8 bar 6-8 bar 6-8 bar 6-8 bar

lifting time 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec.

lifting time, lifting table - - - - 15 sec. 15 sec. 15 sec. 15 sec.

lowering time 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec. 45 sec.

lowering time, lifting table - - - - 20 sec. 20 sec. 20 sec. 20 sec.

weight 1800 kg 1900 kg 1900 kg 2000 kg 2200 kg 2300 kg 2400 kg 2500 kg

* dimensions incl. rails for jacking beam

N standard wheel alignment without balance plate and without cut-out
AT for axle measuring
LT with lifting table
LTAT for axle measuring with lifting table

oPtionS

lighting kit made up of 4 fluores-
cent tubes

4 rubber bases, height 40 mm

acceSorieS

long ramps with surface-mounted 
lifts  (2000 mm)

Jacking beam, capacity 2600 kg short ramps with surface-mounted 
lifts (1600 mm)
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Headquarter
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European Control Center
bräunlingen, Germany

Rotatable
one of the first lifts of rotary lift

look local – act Global

rotary lift’s story of success started in 1924. 
inspired by a barber chair rising in the air, com-
pany founder peter lunati developed the world’s 
first vehicle lift. The lift could rotate. This design 
made it possible for vehicles to drive on and off 
the lift in forward gear. an important argument 
considering the frequent problem of reversing at 
that time. The patent for the lift was granted on 
september 1, 1925 and rotary lift – the company 
– was born.

over 75 years later, rotary lift has grown to 
become the world leader in vehicle lift productiv-
ity. apart from the headquarters in madison, 
indiana (usa) and the european control center in 
bräunlingen, Germany, numerous global subsid-
iaries attend to the desires and requirements of 
our customers. 

with this unique network, rotary lift has 
the opportunity of analyzing and recognizing 
market trends at an early stage and of applying 
that knowledge to generate global standards. 
worldwide product releases of numerous vehicle 
manufacturers emphasize this approach.

we acT wiTh focus on our cusTomers and Their requiremenTs. local subsidiaries worldwide permiT us To 
do so, and aT The same Time, offer a hiGh deGree of producT flexibiliTy.


